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A New Voicefor Buddhist Women

Just as in a pond of blue, red or white lotuses some lotuses
grow in the water, some rest on the water's surface and
some come right up out of the water...
So the ancient texts describe the Buddha's vision of
humanity —individuals struggling to grow beyond the
circumstances of thcir births towards that complete
unfoldment

which is Enlightenment.

A symbol of spiritual growth and development, the
image of the lotus is known throughout Buddhist
tradition. We think not only of the Buddha's great vision
after his Enlightenment, but of Mahapajapati Gotami
joyfully taking up the eight 'rules of training"like
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a wreath

of blue lotus'; and we are reminded of the many
Bodhisattva figures of the Mahayana tradition, young,
beautiful, bedecked with jewels and seated on lotus
thrones.
The realm of the lotus is the realm where spiritual
values reign supreme: where all the circumstances

of life,

both individual and collective, conduce to spiritual
development. Buddhist tradition depicts such a realm in a
mythical way in its descriptions of the archetypal Pure
Land, Sukhavati.
In 1967 Sangharakshita founded a new Buddhist
Movement, the Friends of the Western Buddhist Order
(FWBO or TBMSG as it is known in India). At its heart is
the Western Buddhist Order, a spiritual community of
men and women committed to furthering their own and
others' spiritual development through traditional
practices of meditation, devotion, study and the
development of spiritual friendship, within the context of
a germinal New Society which the Movement seeks to
bring into being. Order members, Mitras (those wishing to
further their involvement with the Movement and the
Order) and Friends (those who participate in any way in
the activities of the BOO) often live together in
residential mcn's or women's communities; work together
in team-based Right Livelihood businesses and co-operate
together to run rural retreat Centres and city-based
Buddhist Centres where people can come into contact with
the Dharma. Some of those involved in the movement arc
concerned with the development of the arts; whilst others
—especially in India —are involved in social work projects.
In living out Buddhist values in the midst of
contemporary society, members of the Western Buddhist
Order and their Friends hope not only to bring about
radical change within themselves, but also to effect a
change in contemporary life through their efforts to bring
into being a 'lotus realm'.
Since the time of the Buddha women have Gone for
Refuge to the Three jewels, living a life committed to the
practice of the Dharma. However, their numbers have
been few (in comparison to men) and records of their
lives and realizations even fewer.
The technological and other changes in the modern
world have made it more possible than ever before for
women to take up the challenge of spiritual life.
Dharmacharinis, women members of the Western
Buddhist Order, who have participated fully with thcir
Dharma-brothers
in pioneering this new Buddhist
Movement, have gained considerable experience in the
leading of the spiritual life under modern conditions. It is
this experience which they hope to share through the
pages of this magazine —for the benefit and interest of all
who may choose to read it.

EDITORIAL

...s
andnewdevelopment
Changes
Changes and new developments usually grow out of
previous achievements, accumulated confidence and
experience giving rise to a new strength. Changes —
both in the life of an individual and in the life of
collective endeavours —often take place at particular
intervals following, it is to be hoped, an upward
moving cycle.
The first-ever magazine produced by women in the
FWBO was published in 1976. It was called Dahini a
modest few pages, gestetnered and stapled together,
containing unedited articles, poems, stories and book
reviews. It reflected the concerns, aspirations and
breakthroughs of the women who were pursuing
their spiritual lives within the FWBO.
Ten years later, in 1986, a team of women
relaunched Daltini. The new magazine was to be of
broader interest. During the course of its fourteen
issues the readership of the magazine grew to include
Buddhists (and non-Buddhists) from outside the
FWBO and the magazine became more focused on
exploring themes that are itnportant to women
practising the Dharma in contemporary society.
Now we are relaunching the magazine once more,
this time with a new name: Lotus Realm. The lotus is a
symbol of spiritual growth and development
recognized by Buddhists everywhere. It reminds us of
the potential for spiritual unfoldment which is
present in all living beings, whatever their
background, race, caste, class, or gender.
As we take the magazine into its next phase of
development, we find ourselves dealing with issues
facing women practitioners of the Dharma that are
complex, interesting, even fascinating —and, no
doubt, controversial!
flit is true, as Sangharakshita says, that
'emancipation from the group occurs via the
tellect, via the development of independent
tlnnking', it is important that we cultivate clarity, and
develop a dharmic perspective —on our thoughts,
feelings and experiences, and to our identification of
ourselves as 'women'.
The relationship between the emotions and the
intellect is an interesting area of women's
conditioning —and spiritual development. In her
book, In a DifferentVoice', Carol Gilligan discusses
some of the differences in moral development in men
and women. Women —for whom intimacy and
identity are often initially fused, and for whom
empathy and caring are part of their definition of self
—need to develop clarity and self-awareness so that
their relationships can change from 'a bond of
continuing dependence to a dynamic
interdependence.'
The famous historical nun Dhammadinna
answered all the questions put to her by her former
husband Visakkha with confidence and wisdom, 'like
a knife cutting a lotus stalk.' She had reached that
maturity of thought and emotion which the Buddhist

tradition calls Wisdom: having reflected for years on
the Buddha's teachings and having dwelt
consistently in the realms of undiluted joy and
happiness, she had become a True Individual.
Vajrapushpa
' Harvard University Press. 1993
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TAKING
UPTHE
CHALLENG
womenand spirituallife
by KALYANAPRABHA

IN JULY1848, in the wake of the various freedom
movements in Europe sparked off by the French
Revolution, the first ever Women's Rights
Convention was held at Seneca Falls in the state of
New York. A 'Declaration of Sentiments' was drafted
by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, its opening cadence
echoing that of the American Constitution: We hold
these truths to be self-evident: that all men and
Kalyanaprabha
works women are created equal...'
The notion that there is or should be equality,
fortheManchesterwhether between the sexes or between other human
groupings or individuals, has become a bedrock of
Buddhist
Centre
as modern Western society. It has led to the belief that
everyone should be free to pursue their own
women's
Mitra happiness, and the belief that all should have an
equal share in political power —liberating beliefs
Conveynor.
Sheis which have resulted in positive moves such as the
abolition of slavery and the move to universal
co—editor
ofLotus suffrage characteristic of Western democracies.
But the Buddhist position flies in the face of the
Realm,
anda member particular application of this belief declared in
Stanton's 'self-evident truth'. Men and women,
oftheeditorial
board according to Buddhism, are not equal; traditionally
it has been seen as something of a disadvantage to
oftheWestern be born a woman. In the Sutra of GoldenLight, for
example, we find Ruciraketu, that great Bodhisattva,
Buddhist
Review. praying 'May all women constantly becomemen, strong,
heroic,intelligentand learned..."Sexist!' resounds the
cry from millions of modern men and women.
'Surely a later interpolation by misogynist nmnks'
suggest others. What are we, as Buddhists —as
women Buddhists —to think?
As with anything presented as the Buddha's
teaching, we need to look at the various scriptural
references to the drawbacks of being born a woman
with intelligent receptivity. We should not accept the
idea uncritically, because not everything that comes
down to us with the stamp of tradition is certain to
be the word of theBuddha. But neither should we
reject it out of hand because it offends our personal
viewpoint or ideology. The important thing is to try
to discern and then Go for Refuge to the truth. After
all, being a Buddhist means being willing to seek out
and act upon the truth, however difficult or
uncomfortable that may sometimes be. As women

4
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Buddhists we need to develop a touch more
vigorous attitude to the gender debate, asking
ourselves 'Where does the truth lie?', not, as I think
we sometiines do, `How does this idea make me
feel?'
The hierarchy of existence
'Hie basic Buddhist position is to see existence not
in terms of equality but in terms of hierarchy: a
hierarchy of being in which all occupy a lower or
higher place according to the degree of
consciousness they manifest. First there is animal
consciousness or sense-consciousness. Then there is
self-consciousness, which is unique to human beings:
a human being, a truly human being, is aware, and
aware that he is aware. Beyond that is transcendental
consciousness, the consciousness of all those who
have entered the stream that leads to
Enlightenment; and fmally there is the absolute
consciousness of a Buddha. An appreciation of this
hierarchy is fundamental to an understanding of
spiritual life from a Buddhist point of view.
The model of a hierarchy of consciousness gives
us, I think, a clearer picture of spiritual life than
some popular ideas of psychological development
which speak for instance in terms of 'attaining
wholeness' or 'experiencing oneness with all that
lives'. Such expressions can in fact only describe the
highest levels of consciousness but 'attaining
wholeness', for example, may be read as referring to
a loss or submergence of individuality, and fails to
take into account the tremendous effort needed to
break through to higher levels of consciousness.
Because, of course, we can all ascend this hierarchy.
It is not fixed, indeed, according to the Buddhist
vision, all beings have an innate desire to transcend
themselves and ascend it.
The path of the higher evolution
As human beings we come into the world dominated
to a greater or lesser extent by our lower
consciousness —that consciousness which is caught
up in what Sangharakshita has called the lower
evolution or, to use more traditional terms, the
kamaloha.For a Buddhist the meaning of life is to be

found in abandoning the pulls of the lower
evolution, which can never truly satisfy the human
spirit, and setting out on the path of the Higher
Evolution —the evolution of consciousness in the
direction of Enlightenment.
Women and the higher evolution
According to Sangharakshita's exposition of
traditional Buddhism, women —biologically
speaking —tend to be more dominated than men by
the pulls of the lower evolutionary forces. The effect
of this is to make it more difficult for women —that
is, for us —to break free and commit ourselves to the
spiritual path. Once we have done this, however,
and as we begin to progress on the path, our
'disadvantage' gradually diminishes.
Many women (and men) argue against there
being a biologically determined difference between
men and women. For my own part, having worked
intensively with women, with men, and with men
and women together, I find that my personal
experience confirms the traditional Buddhist view —
that men and women are, so to speak, 'wired up'
differently. Their primary concerns and tendencies
are(generally speaking) different, and these
pvschological and behavioural differences are a
reflection, or rather a consequence, of
the biological specialization of
being male or female —
although of course there is
a tremendous range
between individual
men and women. Such
differences seem to
go beyond the
imdouhtedly
strong effects of
`socializatioii.
and upbringing.
So the argument
runs that women
;IR' more
dominated than
men ho the pulls of
the hover evolution, by
their biological nature.
This manifests on the
biological level in the monthly
cycle of menstruation, and in
the long period of pregnanc
and nursing which follows on
from (hetero-)sexual activity. It
also manifests on the
psychological level, in such
tendencies as greater passivity,
and greater interest in things
domestic and relational —the
finding of partners, the setting
up of secure nests, and the
creation of family circles.
To embark upon the spiritual life
demands vigour, confidence, and a
degree of heroism. Men, tending to have

more drive and vigour than women,
and a stronger urge to explore new
territory, have an advantage when
it comes to taking up
the spiritual life,
since it is these
masculine qualities that enable
one to begin the demanding
task of developing one's own
consciousness. It is true that
spiritual life demands
receptivity as well, but
this does not
necessarily make it
advantageous to be a
woman. Biological femaleness in itself does not by
any means guarantee a greater potential for
spiritual receptivity. Indeed, spiritual receptivity
demands a degree of individuality and confidence
that many women have yet to bring into being.
Many of these assertions, I know, go against the
grain. But we need to keep in mind the basic
question: are they true? We need to look to our own
experience with an open mind, and remain open to
the viewpoint of those whom we know to have
greater understanding than ourselves.
Responding to the challenge
Some women find it discouraging even
to contemplate the idea that to be born
female is a disadvantage when it comes
to taking up the spiritual life. Some feel
that even if it's true, they would rather
not know. But let's not bury our heads in
the sand. We are not frail Victorian
heroines needing protection from the
hard truths of life lest we swoon away.
Why should we feel discouraged? There
are many diings that make it difficult to
lead the spiritual life, from physical
disability to political instability. If we
find our situation good in many ways,
let's seize the opportunity to step out on
the path of the I ligher Evolution. We
just need to reoignize the obstacles that
stand in our way and learn holy to
overcome them.And they can be
overcome. The Buddha made it quite
clear that women are able to gain
Enlightenment —and indeed women in
ins own day and afterwards did so.
Discerning a clear goal
If we Onnk of ourselves as following a
spiritual path, this implies that we are
trying to reach a goal —and for
Buddhists, of course, that goal is
Enlightenment. But Enlightenment can
seem very far off; most of us need a
nearer, more easily discernible goal to
aim for. This we can find in
Sangharakshita's idea of the
True Individual.
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The True Individual par excellence is the Streamentrant, the one who has broken the three fetters of
fixed self-view,doubt, and dependence on rules
and rituals as ends in themselves. In
Sangharakshita's description of the breaking of the
three fetters, the True Individual is one who is not
ruled by unthinking habit but is creative in his or
her response to life; who is not vague, confused,
and woolly, but clear and consistent in thought and
emotion; who is not superficial, but sees or
experiences the deeper meaning of things.
In his lecture 'The Individual, the Group, and
the SpiritualCommunity'', Sangharakshita lists
some of the qualities of the individual. An individual
is one who is self-aware —aware of what he is doing
and why, aware of his own motivations, aware of his
own uniqueness, and at the same time aware that
he is 'one of numerous foci of universal
consciousness'. An individual is independent, not
emotionally dependent on others in a neurotic or
immature way. He is not a victim of unconscious
urges. He is happy to be alone. Ile is able to think
his own thoughts and does not mind differing from
others —although he doesn't make a point of being
different either. The individual is sensitive to

Without individuals or those aspiring to develop
true individuality we are left with what
Sangharakshita refers to as 'the group'.

others, sympathetic, intelligent, creative, and
objective.
As women we can gain a great deal !rum dwelling
on the qualities of the true individual, which make
tangible the more immediate goal of spiritual life.
For one thing, we will only be able to create real
Sangha on the basis of true individuality, since a
Sangha is by definition a community of individuals.

situation. In the context of work, meeting objective
demands —whether the needs of customers, clients
or jiatients, or the financial or technological
realities of a business —enforces a move to a more
objective point of view. Another way is to study
intensively, gaining through thought and reflection
a capacity for greater objectivity in one's responses
to life's experiences.

Developing objectivity
My experience suggests that to develop greater
individuality, many women need to make a
particular effort to overcome a preoccupation with
—even a submersion in —subjective emotional
experience, and to develop an interest in and
commitment to the objective content of the
situations they encounter. It is easy to get caught in
the tiring and uncreative trap of endlessly
describing our mental and emotional states without
making much effort to evaluate them —to judge
whether they are skilful or unskilful, to be
developed or to be eradicated. This is something we
in the FWBO need to watch out for, with our
emphasis on communication and 'reporting in'. We
need to make sure that our communication really is
communication, not an excuse to indulge our
weakness for sell-preoccupation.
One can make the transition from subjective selfpreoccupation to clear and energetic objectivity by,
for example, engaging intensively in one's work

Thecallof thehigher
evolution
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Denouncing the demon of domesticity
One of the greatest piffalls for women, it seems to
me, is to fall into the trap —or the many traps —laid
by the demon of domesticity. Even in women's
communities the homemaking urge and taking care
of creature comforts can predominate;
preoccupation with food and health can become a
topic of endless interest; and the desire to create a
cosy family circle can sap the vitality of those
aspiring to break free from it. Some women, fearing
the pull of these things, live in rebellious reaction
against them, avoiding other women or looking
down on them for exhibiting those weaknesses from
which they themselves are not yet free.
Some avoid facing up to these tendencies in
themselves by keeping company with men. But
sooner or later, if we are serious about developing
true individuality, we must not only face up to but
transform and transcend these limitations.
So how do we set about doing this? We can
transform the nesting instinct by developing our
aesthetic sense, bringing beauty into our living
environment as a way of raising our own and others'
states of mind. A preoccupation with food and
health can become a vigorous determination to
provide good conditions for our spiritual growth. As
we widen our interests and concerns, perhaps taking

a greater part in public life as a way of spreading the
values of the Dharma, our conversations will have
the vitality and inspiration of a real interest in the
world beyond our own personal sphere. And we
should simply let go of the desire to create the
family circle, fostering instead the aspiration to
encourage the development of individuality in
ourselves and others.
We live in exciting times. The freedoms enjoyed
by Western women are unparalleled in human
history. In many countries of the world the
possibilities for practising the Dharma are greater
than they have ever been before. The need for true
individuals to work together for the good is very
great. I Iow can we allow ourselves to be discouraged
by the thought that we may have to make extra
effort (compared to our brothers) to bring our
individuality into being? Let us throw off womanly
weakness and trepidation, and commit ourselves to
the heroic task of the Higher Evolution.
' The Indhadual, the Group and the Community,

Dharmacliakra Tapes
For an in-depth exploration of the themes of this article,
look out hif Subhuti's new book Women, Men, and Angels
to be published shortly by Windhorse Publications.
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Others,

with some education, work as receptionists or clerks
—but it is n'ot easy to find a good job.
Despite their full lives, these women still find time
to meditate and attend their local vihara for Dharma
study, lectures and devotional activities. Their
resilience and patience in keeping up their practice
in adverse conditions, their determination and
confidence shines through in their constant efforts
to break through their past conditioning. The
Dharma has given them a clear direction in life, a
spiritual vision to leave the past behind in a growing
awareness of their own potentiality and individuality.
These qualities are reflected in the life of one of our
Order members, Vijava, whose name means
'victory'.

VIJAYA, LADY OF VICTORY
I was born on 23rd September 1968 in Nagpur in
Maharashtra in a large slum area. I had six brothers
and sisters. "1'wobrothers and one sister were older
than Inc. One brother and one sister were younger.
My Wier worked in the clothes mill. Ile did not
have much education but he taught himself to read
and write, and he encouraged his children to study.
We were poor and had to buy second-hand books
for our studies. My father often had difficulties in
providing the books or getting other equipment we
needed for school. Despite the poverty, the
atmosphere in the family was happy and often, after
the evening meal, we Ivould sit around together
talking for lour or five hours.

.Myparents did have some strong, traditional
Indian conditioning: they favoured my brothers
more than their daughters. Sometimes I wished I
was a boy. I experienced many restrictions because I
was a girl. I did not have much freedom of
movement. I used to think about these restraints
and felt that I did not want to give in to the
pressures as other women did. An Indian woman's
life is strange! After her birth she lives with her
father, after marriage with her husband, and in old
age with her sons. I wondered where her
independence lay. I wanted to be independent and
to discover my own individuality.
On my way to school each day I used to see a
statue of the Queen of Jansi in the bazaar square.
Every time I saw this statue it had a strong effect on
me. I did not tmderstand at first why I was so drawn
to it. I would stand staring at it for a long time. The
Queen was riding a horse and held the reins in one
hand and a sword in the other. There was a smile of
victory on her face. She had fought many battles and
now sat on the horse, triumphant. I was inspired by
that figure and felt I wanted to do something with
my life but I did not know what. I did not want to
fight, but I wanted to do something. I knew I needed
to concentrate first on my education to develop
skills. Perhaps then I could become a welfare worker
to help others in society.
When I was eighteen, my father suggested that I
should get married. I was unhappy with the
suggestion. I felt I was still too young. My elder
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brother intervened and suggested I should be
allowed to continue my education. My father did
not have enough money to pay for my education
but I was able to get a scholarship and in that way to
continue my studies.
One dav my brother went on a retreat with
TBMSG. Hc came back very enthusiastic about what
he had learned. f le was inspired by the Dharma. I
too became inspired and wanted to find out more
so I attended my first retreat in 1989. This was mv
first contact with the Buddhist movement.
Soon after this retreat my father became very ill
and died in April 1989. 1was very upset by his
death. Our material circumstances became very
poor as my father had supported all of us. My
brother gave up his studies to find a job so he could
support us. We all had to help one another. I
realized the significance of my education and
applied myself more seriously to my studies so that I
could improve my life in the future.
Then suddenly in June 1990 my younger brother
died. The cause of his death was unknown. I was in
a state of deep shock. I was distraught, and became
quite depressed. My elder brother was very kind
and supportive. I started to meditate with him.
Uptil then I had only meditated occasionally, but
now I began meditating regularly and soon my
mental state began to change and improve. I started
to study the Dharma, taking refuge in it, and I
attended retreats and devotional activities.
On 4th August 1991 my elder brother was
ordained and became a Dharmachari. I was
inspired and deeply moved by the ceremony.
Buddhism had given me clarity and stability
through my own struggles to find my identity and to
come to terms with the loss of my father and
younger brother. Witnessing the ordination of my
brother, I realized I had at last found a path to
follow —a spiritual path with a spiritual goal. I asked
to become a Mitra. My Mitra ceremony took place
on 2Ist November 1991.
10
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After that I became more and more involved in
the activities of TBMSG. I met up regularly with
other women and in 1992 I helped to found our
first women's community, Shakvaditha', in Pune.
Over the next year I undertook some training so
that I could work in social projects. I also studied
the Dharma, and deepened my friendships with
other women. At this time I married Dharmachari
Amoghasiddhi, but I continued my work as a
supervisor of playgroups and nursery schools. We
were both supportive of each other in our efforts to
follow a spiritual path and in our work. My
marriage did not prevent me doing this.
On 30th January 1994 I was ordained as a
Dharmacharini. I was happy indeed to make this
commitment. I knew it was the most important day
of my life.
Soon after the ordination I became pregnant,
and was very happy about it. Unfortunately the baby
was still-born at seven months. I was in a state of
shock and became depressed. I could not sleep at
night. I could not understand why this had
happened to me. After a while I realized I could not
carry on living in such a miserable state so I started
to concentrate once more on my spiritual life,
meditating daily and turning more towards the
Dharma. I realized that I had to let the past go and
look to the future. I realized that there will be
suffering in life and that I need to be strong to
confront it. I realized there were other women
around me with similar experiences of death or
deprivation and they needed support too.
I am now doing what I can to help women by
helping to run retreats, meeting up with them •
individually to build up friendships, and working
with them on social projects. I am happy with my
life, and hope I may continue with my work long
into the future.

TBMSG —Trailokya Bauddha

Mahasangha

Gana

WORK
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preparing
forordination
by DHAMMADINNA

Do women have differentspiritual needsto men?Do they
need tofollow a differentspiritual path? Are theredifferent
criteriafor men and women who wish tojoin the Western
Buddhist Order? These are some of the questions
that have been put to me over the years. To answer
the last question first, the Western Buddhist Order
includes both men and women. There is one
ordination with both men and women who take the
same ten precepts. The same criteria apply to men
and women as to whether they are ready to be
ordained. There is no discrimination, either positive
or negative.
However, although there are no differences in the
criteria for assessing someone's readiness for
ordination, and the men's and women's training
processes are broadly similar, we have to recognize
that men and women are different biologically and
psychologically. Some of the issues which have to be
faced and obstacles which have to be overcome in
order to be ready for ordination are therefore
different for men and women.
Levels of Going for Refuge
It is impossible to talk about ordination without
mentioning Going for Refuge or commitment to
the Three Jewels, the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha.
Sangharakshita founded the Western Buddhist
order on the basis of the centrality of Going for
Refuge and subsequently delineated different levels
of Going for Refuge: provisional, effective, Real and
Absolute.
Provisional Going for Refuge covers a wide
spectrum of experience. It includes all those who
are involved in Buddhist activities out of a genuine
devotion to the Dharma but who have not yet made
a specific commitment to it. In the FWBO this
includes Friends, Mitras, and Mitras who have asked
for ordination. This level of Going for Refuge can,
with effort, develop into effective Going for Refuge
which is synonymous with ordination into the
Western Buddhist order. Real Going for Refuge
coincides with the arising of Insight and Absolute
Going for Refuge with Buddhahood itself.
Preparation for ordination involves helping those
who have asked for ordination to deepen their
provisional Going for Refuge so that it becomes
effective. This transition is crucial in the spiritual
life of the individual. Effective Going for Refuge is

equivalent to what we call commitment: an ability to
place the Three Jewels in the centre of one's life
and to live from this experience as fully as possible.
This commitment takes priority over all other
responsibilities and activities.
The 'ordination process' and the
ordination Team
To recognize whether or not a person is effectively
Going for Refuge, you need to know them well,
both in some depth and over a period of time. The
ordination team is developing a series of retreats to
which women who have asked for ordination are
invited. Here they can get to know the ordination
team, and we can get to know them! Our retreats
are based on themes such as 'What is the Order?',
'Going for Refuge', 'The Ten Precepts', 'Spiritual
Friendship' and 'The Transcendental Principle.'
The study and discussion, as well as the various
meditation and devotional practices that make up
the retreat help those who attend to clarify theif
understanding of the Dharma and its practice and
so to become clearer how they need to work on
themselves and change in order to become ready
for ordination.
Members of the ordination team ascertain that
women requesting ordination want to join the order
for spiritual reasons, and their request is not based
on a desire for acceptance, approval or status. We
also need to see that an inner commitment is
expressed in an ethical life; that the person can deal
with internal and external difficulties creatively; and
that they have sufficient emotional positivity and
psychological integration to enable them to sustain
their commitment under most conditions. We want
to know they have a capacity for friendship and
co-operation, as well as receptivity to spiritual
friends and teachers. They need to understand and
assent to the principles of the Order and the wider
Movement. They need to have a good Dharma
knowledge and be able to apply this knowledge in
everyday life. Finally, they need to have an effective
meditation practice.
We also want to see that the transition from
provisional Going for Refuge to effective Going for
Refuge, from devotion to the Ideal to a
commitment to pursuing it, is reflected in a greater
individuality and independence. We would expect
LOTUS
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practice of the Dhartna to have loosened
involvement in and del)endence
on career, f
life, and sexual relationships.
Someone whose Going
for Refuge was effective could be expected to have
'gone hifth' to sonic extent front these activities so
that they no longer had a central place in their lives.
Cofinnitment
to the Three Jewels supposes a
freedom for unInnited commitment
—and a letting
go of anything wlnch nnght hold one back.
Issues and Obstacles
Issues and obstacles women may need to deal with
on their.journey
to ordination include lack of
self-confidence
and an associated inability lo take
risks, step out, stand out and
speak out. Tins may also
involve a tendency to avoid
'rocking the boat' .,tnd to
collude with one another in
maintaining emotional
security. Women often incline
to conformity and feel a need
fOr security both in personal
relationships ',Ind in ohjectiye
situations such as work.
Women can tend to be
overwhelmed by their
emotions which can obscure
their clarity and purpose. For
many women there is also the
issue of whether or not to have
a child.

1. Self-Doubt and Developing
Confidence

Have I got the stamina and
strength to follow through my
aspirations?

If necessary can I stand alone?

Can I live a simple life?

Lack of confidence ranges
from a mild holding-back to a
deep-seated self-doubt which
sabotages efforts to grow. It is
often associated with a deep
sense of unworthiness, low selfesteem and harsh self-crnicism.
This ccnnlition may be obvious
fromt die beginning, or it may
manifest only when a woman is
making progress and spiritual
momentum
is building up. At
a crucial moment

Can I accept that nothing is fixed
and secure in the spiritual life?

she can

seem to 'lose ground', slow
down and even get completely
distracted.

l.ack of self-contidence,
selfdoubt and similar conditions
may have any number of sources, including specific
family conditioning
and the influence of society in
general. On the whole women have not been
encouraged
to explcire new territory, whether
mundane or spiritual, and those of us who do so
often experience great fear as we try to break what
seem to be strong internal taboos.
A text we sometimes

12
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study on retreat

is Milarepa's

questions which wc can paraphrase and apply to our
own lives and circumstances. Women asking for
ordination need to he able to answer 'yes' to these
questions.
2. Conformity and TakingRisks
The tendency to conformity and a sense of lack of
confidence can be compounded
by other women
rather than challenged by them. In other words,
women tend to collude with each other. A healthy
competitiveness
and challenge is often absent from
their relationslfips. I have heard women say they
would like to see ymmen as leaders but their
response to that actuality is to feefjealous rather
than to rejoice in the person's merits and to try and
emulate them.
A general fear among women of taking risks can
hold back a woman who wants to step out if she
discusses her plans with friends and peers. I noticed
this recently when someone I know wanted to take
on a position of responsibility. 'Flue response oilier
friends rather (km encouraging
and discussing
olijectiye pros and cons was to express concern.
Would it be too much? Should she be careful? In the
end she did not step forward. Everyone's caution
conspired to hold her back.
It may be this is a socially conditioned
response.
As little girls we have not, perhaps, been encouraged
to be outgoing and to take risks. In Ins book, Men
and Women-HowDifferentAre They?', John Nicholson
puts fonvard some evidence to suggest that teachers
behave (hfferently in the way they encourage
children to respond to their own mistakes. If a boy
gets the wrong answer he is apparently encouraged
to try new approaches tmtil he succeeds, so that
initial hfilure is seen as a challenge, something to be
overcome. A girl is more likely to be told not to
worry and is less likely to be encouraged
to try again.
In this way she learns that success and failure are
beyond her control.
Cannlle Paglia suggests that there are other
reasons, apart from conditioned
lack of self-confidence, wInch mean that women do not stand out.
She suggests we can be at the mercy of our hormones!

BioloOcally,the male is ion/wiledtowardrestless
movement;his moraldanger is Iffulishness.Biologically,
thelemale is impelledlowaal wailing, expectancy;her
moraldanger 18 stasis. Androgen agitates;oestrogen
tranquilizes."
This well-known quotation
reflection.

If we have a tendency to conformity, complacency,
security., or stasis, for whatever reason, we need to
take steps to counteract it. Whatever the cause of
our lack of self-contidence,
whether it is due to
social conditioning

or the effects of citir hormones,

we need to take steps both individually and
collectively to overcome it if we wish to progress
spiritually. We need to take risks, to step out, to
stand out, and to encourage other women to do
likewise. We need to give both encouragement

Song of Sell-Examinationwhich he sung to Rechngma

challenge.

and her four companions when they came to him
seeking Ins teaching'. Ile asks them various

collusive attitudes
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The Single-sex Principle
Within the FWBO almost all the communities are
single-sex, that is either men's or women's
communities, occasionally including children. This
means that we are brought into more intense and
intimate contact with a number of other women,
perhaps more so than we have ever been before in
our lives. Single-sex situations help and encourage
us towards dveloping our full potential as human
beings. In mixed situations, certain characteristics,
qualities, tend to be carried by one gender rather
than the other. As women in these situations we may
lack the incentive, the necessity even, to develop the
more 'masculine' qualities ourselves.
By creating a situation which does not give rise to
this kind of gender polarization, we can become
more and more ourselves, freed up from any gender
stereotypes of how we should be. At the same time
we can become more aware of the effect that our
biological, psychological and social conditioning as
women has on us. We can begin to uncover what is
and what is not beneficial in our make-up to our
efforts to grow spiritually. With increasing clarity
and understanding, we can reflect each other back

eViN, 1

On going Intensity
The third magical and transforming ingredient is
the on-going intensity and intimacy of community
living. In a community you can't help but 'come
out' as vou really are, come out with more and more
of yourself. You'll come out with joy, enthusiasm,
metta, and with sadness, hostility and, at times,
despair. You'll come out with your views and
prejudices and your insights. This is the ground in
which real friendship and communication blossoms
because the superficial level of self-image and
'presenting' ourselves can no longer subsist. Any
inauthenticity becomes evident to us in this
crucible: our shadow, our taboo areas are thrown up
into the light.
Our connexions with each other progress from
the level of likes and dislikes to a far more
substantial basis of friendship, affection and mutual
encouragement. But it is important to realize that
conflict will be an inevitable part of this process of
deepening friendship. Sooner or later our desires,
our points of view, will clash. Sangharakshita has
said that 'honest collision is better than dishonest
collusion" and I think this is something that we
need to take to heart. Often there is a fear that
—

conflict will result in rejection or withdrawal, even
the end of friendship. Such fears cause us to
maintain a surface pleasantly, an apparent harmony
which is stultifying to the life and energy of the
community. Both the fear of conflict and the
outburst of conflict and reactions to it have been
the cause for some communities ending
prematurely because of a lack of understanding of
the process at work. A fear of rocking the boat,
causes a community to atrophy. A lack of resilience
in dealing with conflict results in people leaving
rather than the conununity moving to a new level of
mutual understanding and respect.
It is important that we do not avoid or withdraw
from this conflict. If our reactivity remains covert it
will become pernicious in the form of resentment
and hostility. If we hold back from entering into the
arena of conflict we will miss out on an important
part of what the community has to offer: the
opportunity to see what lies beneath the reactivity,
and with it, the opportunity for ourselves and others
to change. One of the ways in which I have changed
through living in a community is that I have learnt
to take more responsibility for my own part in a
conflict. I have learnt the importance of confession,
of being able to apologize, of letting go of false
pride and obstinacy. My experience of my own
community is that we have grown more emotionally
robust, both individually and collectively through
dealing with conflict.
So if communities have all these benefits to offer,
why don't more women take the leap? Why don't
more women Go Forth from home into community
life? I think one of the main reasons is a false view of
equating independence with freedom.
In her famous address to the students of Girton
College in 1929, Virginia Woolf strongly
encouraged a spirit of independence which she saw
as consisting in haying £500 a year and `a room bf
our own' with 'the habit of freedom'. At the time it
was probably true that gaining financial and
domestic independence were important steps
towards a life of their own for many women. But two
generations later I think we have begun to confuse
that indpendence with freedom. Having got a job. a
house, a place of her own, a woman imagines that
she is liberated and in control of her life. She may
then be blind to the potential of community living
which can in fact bring about the joy of a greater
freedom than is possible in our isolated lives of
supposed 'security'.
What freedom really consists in is 'chitta
yimoksha' —the liberation of the heart where there
are no barriers between oneself and other people.
In choosing to live in a community we are choosing
neither dependence nor independence but
interdependence. We are choosing to take down
our barriers, to let ourselves be seen, and to see
others on deeper and deeper levels with the 'vital
mutual responsiveness' in communication which
such freedom brings. We are choosing to Go for
Refuge more and more wholeheartedly to the
spiritual community, the Sangha Jewel. D
L.Sangharakshita,

Peace is a Fire, Windhorse

1995, p79
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by CHITTAPRABHA
AS A CHILDANDTEENAGER
I was intrigued by
precognitive and other experiences which seemed
to defy the usual concepts of time and space. These
experiences set me off on my search to discover the
truth. At that time I was living in South Africa.
Responding to the counuy's political difficulties, I
felt the urge to change things. As a student studying
science, I searched for answers to my questions. I
went on to study psychology, graduating in 1972.
During that time I experimented with meditation
and read The Tibetan Book of theDead but I was
unable to find anybody who could help me in my
search.
Two years later I was in New Zealand on my first
Buddhist retreat. Encountering the Dharma I felt I
had found what I had been looking for all my life.
The retreat was led by Sangharakshita and I was
struck by the fact that here was somebody who was
speaking out of his own experience. Although I
knew it would not be easy, I had a sense that to
embrace and take up the practice of the Dharma
was the real purpose of my life.
During the early years of practising as a Buddhist
I felt the disadvantages of being a mother. There
were often pulls between my desire to meditate and
go away on retreat, and the needs of my growing
children. However, I discovered that this apparent
—

Chittaprabha
is Chairman of
the Sydney
BuddhistCentre.

Australian
Outback
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conflict was a good means of overcoming
complacency: for several years I had to meditate at
5 am, or forego my practice due to the demands of
my daily life. Having to get up early, I discovered a
special beauty and magic at day-break. My
meditation practice enriched my life and enabled
me to enjoy my children, bringing an awareness into
my life that previously had not been there.
Having spent most of my Buddhist life as a
mother and school teacher, I have had
comparatively little time for more intensive
meditation and reflection. During my time as a
school teacher I found my knowledge of the
Dharma was the basis for my inspiration in my work
and enabled me to teach in a way that was both
creative and meaningful. I took occasional 'time
out' from my ordinary life to meditate in the
Australian bush, staying in quite primitive
conditions close to nature. In this way I was able to
open my heart to an experience of beauty, stillness
and.joy, in which the pulls of 'personal needs'
faded away.
I was ordained into the Western Buddhist Order
in 1989, immediately after which I began teaching
meditation and leading retreats. I found this deeply
satisfying. It increases my own faith to see people
respiinding to the Dhanna so wholeheartedly,

transforming their lives through applying a few
simple teachings.
Not long after my ordination I became (Thairman
of the Sydney Centre. I took on the position without
knowing very much about what would be required
of me. I was working part-time, supporting my
youngest daughter, and relatively inexperienced as
an Order member. The one thing I was sure about
was my commitment to the Buddha, Dharma and
Sangha!
As Chairman I have had to learn a lot. One thing
is maintaining an overview of the situation, with an
understanding of the past and a vision for the future.
In the running of our Centre, I need to ensure that
the Dharma is taught as clearly and accurately as
possible, and in a way that is accessible to the people
who attend our classes. Another part of the vision is
to sec the activities that we organize at the Centre
not simply as ends in themselves, but also as a means
to work together co-operatiyely, being prepared to
allow our interactions with others to radically
transform ourselves.
But what does a Chairman do? There is a good
deal of 'behind the scenes' work. Part of that is
keeping in t)uch with the wider picture of the
Order and Movement around the world. I
co-ordinate visits from experienced Order members
from overseas —these visits are quite a boost to the
local Sangha. Another area for development is
trying to create a more supportive situation so that
those people in Sydney who have asked for
Ordination can prepare themselves sufficiently to
join the Order.
During the four years that I have been Chairman
the situation has changed enormously. Four years
ago I was often the only Order member teaching at
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classes, and the classes themselves were held in
rented premises. Now we have four Dharmacharis
and three Dharmacharinis working in various
activities associated with the Sydney Centre. We
have our own premises in the city where we hold
classes, meditate, perfiwm puja together and so on.
We have also purchased our own retreat Centre and
established a men's Community and a large
women's Community. The FWBO is growing on this
side of the world!
I have found that the practical tasks of running a
Centre often mean even less time for my own
meditation practice than before! But —to my
surprise —despite less time spent on activities such
as meditation which I find spiritually nourishing,
the task of trying to be an effective Chairman has
itself helped me to change. Working with others to
run a Centre is a strong spiritual practice: seeing the
effects we have one another, I have become aware
just how important it is to help each other to grow
spiritually. The focus shifts, it seems, from a concern
,just with one's own development to an awareness of
others as well.
The teachings of Buddhism as presented by
Sangharakshita have been the most useful and
wonderful gift I have ever been given. In trying to
put them into practice I am challenged. They stir in
me the desire to communicate to others the riches
and beauty of the Buddha's message. I feel
fortunate to be part of that network of friendships
which is the Western Buddhist Order which has
given me a context in which to practice. Over the
years I have been given so much help without which
I would not have made much progress. For that I
feel an unfailing gratitude which will last, I am sure,
Ul
until I die —and perhaps even beyond.

.
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SaplinTree
g inGerman
byJAYACHITTA
FWBO ACTIVITIES WERE STARTEDin Germany
considerable efforts and going through some
twelve years ago, but it is only in the last three years
difficult time's, we have come to know each other to
that there has been a 'chapter' of Dhannacharinis
a greater depth than we probably would have done
(women Order members) here. Gunavati was the
in a larger situation. Once a month we get together
first to arrive. (She has now left for England.) A ,'ear
with Dharmacharinis from Holland for our
later Jayaprabha moved front Cambridge, Kulanandi
'international Order weekend.' The opportunity of
from Taraloka retreat centre and I arrived from East
meeting with others who are living and working in a
London where I had been working for the past nine
situation similar to our own is often rich, nourishing
years in the Cherry Orchard restuarant.
and iinportant to us all.
I think it is true to say that we had little idea about
The work we have put into building up our
the size of the adventure we were embarking on.
Chapter is reflected in the growth and vitality of the
During those first weeks and months I came to
women's wing of the Sangha. Women are coming
realize how immensely supportive the
together regularly to study the Dharma. There is a
conditions had been around the London
whole range of retreats on offer to women,
Buddhist Centre. I had simply taken the
mostly held at our beautiful
structures which supported my life and
retreat centre, Kilhhude: retreats
""I`X?
practice for granted. Now wc had to find
for newcomers, thr Friends, and
U1}404,44
out for ourselves how to set up those
for Mitras —intensive meditation
conditions in a different environment.
retreats, study retreats and so on.
There was much we could draw on from
Sometimes Dharmacharinis visit
the experience of the movement in
from Britain to lead or support the
Britain. The basic structures of
retreats which we greatly value. In
city-based Dharma Centres, country
co-operation with the Dutch
retreat Centres, residential single-sex
Dharmacharinis we offer regular
communities and so on were the same.
events for women who have asked
But there was also much we had to
for ordination. At present there are
think out fbr ourselves.
fourteen such women in Germany.
For instance, we have had to
An important lesson I have learnt
develop a new language with which to
is that there cannot be a separation
communicate the Dharma —in the literal as well as
between personal practice and
the metaphorical sense. Although I am German, all
outward activity. Our practice has to have both
my own Dharma study has been in English. Now I
breadth and depth if we are to be an effective
was having to learn how to communicate my
nucleus for the developing women's wing of the
understanding in German. But even more than that,
FWBO Sangha in Germany. It isn't enough to put
our communication of the Dharma has to be in a
on an event and, for example, talk about the beauty
way that is relevant to the culture and history of
of friendship if we cannot live out those ideals in
German people.
our daily lives. This, of course, is true for all
As we sought ways of going ahead with our work
members of the Western Buddhist Order. But if you
of establishing a women's wing of the Sangha here, I
are working amongst a large number of Order
found myself faced with many fundamental
members, you can always count on there being
questions that had not occurred to me before. What
someone around exemplifying those ideals if you
is the best way to start up a community?. What
are not up to scratch yourself. Here it isjust the
structures should a community be based around?
three of us working to establish a Sangha in
How can we cultivate the piotwering spirit that we
conjunction with our Dharma brothers. It is up to us
need while at the same time fostering a spirit of
to bring our ideals, our dreams, ollr vision, our hopes
warmth and care?
and our down-to-earth planning together. We have
Faced with questions such as these, and with the
to draw on all our qualities if we want to make a
responsibility of planning, executing, and assessing
success of this venture. Through a deepening
the success of all the women's and some mixed
understanding of Going for Refuge, and through a
activities held in Germany, it became obvious that
deepening of mir own practice we are able to provide
the extent to which we as Order members could
the conditions for women to develop their confidence
really co-operate and work together would be a
and strengthen their practice of the Dharma.
decisive factor in building the women's wing of the
This year a particularly beautiful blossom will
Movement in Germany.
unfold on the sapling tree of our growing Sangha:
Over the years we have made a good deal of
our first woman Mitra will be ordained. I look
progress. Harmony, trust and understanding
forward to many other women taking that step over
between us has deepened. As a result of making
the coming years.
,

Jayachitta
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4Cultural
Crossings
byPARAMACHITTA
HAVE MADE some major

cultural crossings in my life —
first as a child when my family
brought me to England from
India; and more recently when
I left England to live and work
as an Order member here in
Spain.
I have no actual memories of
India, but I grew up with those
of my family. The difference
between life within and outside
the home presented me
sometimes with a conflict, a
clash of cultures. I was between
two worlds, I didn't really
belong to the Indian group —I
voluntarily rejected many of
the cultural norms of Indian
society and felt myself distant
and unfamiliar with others —
but nor could I feel I belonged
to the English. My overriding
experience was one of rootlessness, which was a
mixed blessing. I felt free of many of the ties that
could have bound me to my cultural origins; but at
the same time I felt the need for an identity that
belonging to a group defined by race or culture
would have given me.
Racism was a fact of life during my childhood and
teenage years and it was all too easy to react either
with anger —sometimes even violence, or to feel a
victim. For a large part of my life, political activism
gave me a channel for that energy. It was sometimes
fuelled by hatred and vengeance, but it was also
motivated by the desire to change the world for the
better.
For this reason, Sangharakshita's teaching on 'the
group and the individual' gave me my greatest
inspiration and also my greatest challenge. I
believed that politics in the form of community or
social action was important. I was therefore both
infuriated and excited when I heard
Sangharakshita's lectures on creating the New
Society. I was infuriated because I myself was an
anti-racist, feminist trade-unionist member of
various groups and I was hearing 'the group'
coming under attack. Groups, I felt, were necessary.
Like Sangharakshita, I too believed that people were
able to achieve things together that they could not
do alone. To do that, I thought, they needed a

group to belong to. It was through my involvement
with political and other groups that I had been able
to regain my self-respect.
But I was not ,just infuriated. I was also excited by
Sangharakshita's ideas. I knew that Inv horizons
were limited. I could not work solely in contexts
where polarization and reaction were what ,joined
people as they did in the wimps to which I
belonged. Moreover, however good people's
intentions (and I have worked with some very kind
and aware people) their perspective was always
lmiited. "Foo much importance was given to
short-term gain. Hearing the Dharma gave me a
new perspective. It made sense of the suffering and
injustice in the world.
I moved to Spain as a direct result of my
commitment to Go for Refuge to the Three jewels
in the context of the Western Buddhist Order. Many
of the themes of my life have been clarified in the
transition. One of the most important has been to
do with leaving home or `going forth'. The
inspiration of the Buddha's life, and
Sangharakshita's emphasis on becoming an
individual has enabled me to physically leave almost
everything that I had built for myself in England. I
feel I have gone forth, not just from material security,
but also from the search for home. I am still a
'foreigner' but in a very much more positive sense.
Of course I now face all sorts of other challenges,
not least of which has been learning to
communicate in another language. I have had to
learn to be more fearless in communication so that
I could make new friends. I have also come to
appreciate more fully the friendships that I already
have, and the need to keep faith with them. Away
from the vibrant atmosphere of the London
Buddhist Centre where I lived and worked for many
years, I am deeply aware of the importance of
favourable conditions for maintaining my practice
of the Dharma.
We are here planting seeds for the New Society to
flourish in Spain. I sometimes think how it must
have been for my family arriving in another country
where the climate is different, the language is
different, the system is different, where you have to
start from scratch, building a life, earning a living,
adapting to a new culture. They didn't have the
Dharma, which is the constant focus of my life, an
integrating and inspiring force. I feel very fortunate
that at the age of 40 I have been able to go forth in
this way.
D
LOTUS
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TOFREEDOM
WAY
by LISA CULLEN

THEFIRSTTIME1 sat on the floor and tried to
On my breathing,
other people in a tiny room on the ninth floor of a
hotel. I had been travelling rather aimlessly (Or
several months and had arrived in Kathmandu. the
Himalayan shopping mall of spirituality. 1 could
have staved in a Zen monastery, or chanted with a
Tibetan lama whose lips perpetually moved and
whose eves were fixed on the ceiling. I ended up at
an FWBO meditation class, trying to concentrate on

concentrate

Lisa, a mitre,
lives and works

1 was with about ten

my breath. The people teaclnng the class seemed
in San Frandsco. sensible —and somehow also fannliar. When I talked
to them I felt their calm and kindness, and thought:
I want to be like that.
When I came back to San Francisco in 1981, my
lite had gained breadth. I had had IfIVfirst spiritual
I now meditated. I even believed in
experiences.
magic. One's experience of living can indeed be
very large. A lot of western people discover that in
India.
But it was much easier to be a Buddhist in Asia.
Buddhism is,just so natural there. /was the foreign
thing. But here in America. I find
when I am chantMg fOr example, it

Sometimes I perceive Buddhism to be the cause of
it. Sometimes I think it must be somemie doing it to
me. Sometimes its a place, or a job, which seem to
hem me hi. In the end, however, I c0111('to the s.,inie
conclusion —its really something in nissell, I want to
get away from myself.
Many people conic to San Francisco to get away
from sometInng. At the setv leaSt to get twav from
the feeling that they ire oda. Hete it doesn't matter
what youire, ho\\ biiarre your SeX life is, OF where
You come from.
Ten years ago. I len a conservative suburb near
Los Angeles and arrived in San Francisco, looking
for a way to be free —free from the chains of m\.
free from the lives lived by the people
conditioning,
who are afraid. Moving here prepared me for my
trip to Asia, where. I was looking for another kind of
freedton, or way to freedom. The,journes. I am
making now is of a different sort: I sit down and
close niv eyes, and the country k both dark and
bright, a vast inner world awaiting exploration —
J
transformation.

suddenly strikes me as such an odd
thing to do. 1 ant acutely awire of
how (at least parts of me!) tre
thoroughly Western, in fact
thoroughly Californian. and even
thoroughly Clifisti',m.
The further I go hi my Buddhist
practice. the more I become ;mare of
depth of inv
the unfathomable
'Hie selfChristian conditioning.
loathing and guilt I continue to
discover never ceases to surprise me.
It is so excruciatingly paMful, ;Ind
probably the biggest obstacle to illy
spiritual development.
;1;11
Another big challenge
to Ltee is a feeling I soinkiimes gel of.
being ui jail. It makes mc want to
break out and run isi is, nid lot in
be pinned down. TIns is t\ hy I ty(urk
by contract, why 1 have travelled
why I have been divorced twice, why
sometimes when I meditate. it's ill
can do not to spring tip off the
cushion, like a,jack-in-the-box.
SanFrancisco
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INA
DELIGHTING
OFBEING
WAY
NEW
by SIAN MARIAN

THEDHARMAhas changed many
PRACTISING
aspects of my life, not least my relationships,
including inv relationship with my daughter,
Aissetou. In particular the practice of metta or
loving kindness and the speech precepts have
helped me change. I once made a commitment to
confess to a friend every time I used harsh speech.
This made a lasting difference. It is now fairly rare
for me to use harsh speech. If I am a bit sharp in
speaking to my daughter I always apologize straight
away —and she does to me —an effect which I hadn't
anticipated!
My relationship with Aissetou and indeed my life
in general changed considerably when I started to
work more-or-less full-time for Windhorse Trading
nearly two iears ago. In Windhorse we work to the
principle of 'give what you can and take what you
need.' This is probably the first time in my life that I
have found my needs are being met to a sufficient.
degree. As a result I find I can give more to others,
including my daughter. It has been dawning on me
recently that I cannot really practice the Dharma on
my own. I need the help of others. I need
opportunities to give to others when I can try to be
of senice. Trying to be a friend to others helps me
to change and go beyond myself. Through my daily
work in the Windhorse accounts office I find the
subtle transforming effect of simply being with
other women who are also trying to practise
mindfulness, kindness and generosity.

Perhaps one of the most delightful and
challenging aspects of my work is that it forces me
to bcome objective. I used to work as a practitioner
of Shiatsu massage. I found I didn't really know
whether my treatment worked or not. In the office it
is quite clear whether or not I have been successful.
Either the money comes in or it doesn't! Work acts
as a consistent and neutral mirror reflecting back to
me my mental states. It's obvious that if I get
irritated when the phone rings, it's not the fault of
the phone! Our office has been named Abhirati, the
realm of Akshobhva, the Buddha of the East who
has the mirror-like wisdom.
The working situation gives us the opportunity for
taking responsibility for our actions. If I leave a task
undone or only partially done, this may lead to
mistakes being made later on. We may lose custom
or lose money in some other way, which in turn
means we make less money to give away (one of our
aims as a Right Livelihood venture is to generate
dana, money for giving.) On the other hand, if I do
a job as well as I possibly can with an attitude of
striving for excellence, it sets up a momentum or an
atmosphere which benefits everyone on the team.
Another way in which we have to take
responsibility is in maintaining a positive state of
mind. In an environment like ours where we are all
in the same room all day and where we are not in
direct verbal communication very often, this is very
important.
Then there is taking responsibility for how
we communicate. If we do not communicate in
a direct, open and honest way, and there is
unspoken criticism or resentment, 'charges'
build up in the atmosphere making it an
unpleasant environment in which to work.
Finally there is the simple matter of taking
responsibility for doing whatever needs doing —
whether someone needs a cup of tea, a window
needs shutting, or someone else's telephone
needs answering.
Work provides opportunities for learning
new skills. I have found learning the skills I
need to do my.job has helped build my
confidence. Equally iinportant has been
learning new skills in communication —and
even new ways of being! I am learning to relate
to people, and siniply just to be, in a more
relaxed, trusting and happy fashion! J.

Sian, a Mitra,
lives in
Cambridge
where she works
for Windhorse
Trading, the
FWBO'slargest
right livelihood
business.

Windhorseaccountsteam
LOTI,S
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THE SANGHARAKSHITAPP
A EAL

an update
by ANN ASHLEY
This update is to clarify some of the
issues and questions that have arisen
around the setting up of the
Preceptors' College. People often
ask, Why is it called a 'college'?
Why are so many men involved?
Why is Sangharakshita handing
on his responsibilities —and
what are they? Why has he
appointed several people and
not a single successor? Why
should I give to it —what has it
got to do with me?
The Appeal was launched in
August 1994. Its aim was to raise
enough money to provide a
complex of communities and
facilities in Birmingham, UK,
where the Public Preceptors
will live and work with an
advison/ Council.
It is called the
'Sangharakshita Appeal'
because the Preceptor's College
is Sangharakshita's idea —it is a
working out of his vision fiir the
future. However, the appeal
focuses more on his disciples
than on Sangharakshita himself. This
shift in emphasis is of great
significance. It is easy to forget,
amidst the hind-raising and search
for property that this appeal is about
the future of a living spiritual
tradition.
We are used to having
Sangharakshita at the helm. For
nearly thirty years he has inspired
and guided what he once called 'a
new kind of Buddhist movement',
one that offers people in the modern
world an effective way to develop
spiritually. Sangharakshita is
proposing a new and radical
development for the movement —
and he wants it to happen now, while
he is still on hand to give advice. He
has devoted a large part of his life to
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us, and he is now asking us to free
him of his remaining responsibilities
so that he can devote his time to
writing.

Sangharakshita

'File College comprises the three
men Public PrecepnWs, Sona,
Subhuti and Suvajra, and two of the
three current women Public
Preceptors, Shrimala and
Sanghadevi. "Flie responsibility of
ordaining sonwone into the Western
Buddlfist Order rests with the Public
Preceptors. This is a weighty
responsibility since the decision to
ordain someone not only affects the
course of that individual's spiritual
life, but also the character of the
Order itself.
The College will be helped by an
advisory Onincil, senior Order
members who have been asked by
Sangharakshita to help the College

in their task of overseeing the
spiritual well-being of the entire
Order and Movement.
At the present time the Council
consists entirely of
Dharmacharis, that is men
Order members. All of them
have worked within a wide
sphere for the Movement and
Order and have done so for
many years. They include
FWBO Centre presidents, the
overall Mitra Convenor, the
overall Chapter Convenor, and
authors of important Dharma
books. The Council constitutes
a body of individuals who are
willing and able to be spiritual
guardians of the FWBO/WBO.
The Council is not a fixed
body of people and more
women will become involved
once they are ready and able
to take on this responsibility.
Sangharakslfita wants the
College and Council to live
together, or be near
neighbours, so that they can
develop the harmony that comes
from familiarity and friendship.
According to the dictionary, 'college'
means not only an institution of
higher education, but also 'an
organized body of persons with
specific rights and duties' —(for
Buddhists of course it is a matter of
duties and not rights). The word
conies {ruin a Latin root denoting 'a
band of associates.' Spiritual
friendship is a key aspect of
Sangharakshita's teaching of the
Dharma, and by placing it as an ideal
at the heart of the FWBO and WBO,
rather than appointing a single
successor, the movement will thrive
not as a mere institution, but as a
dynamic spiritual movement for the
benefit of generations to conie.
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Tiratanaloka
Retreat Centrefor women who have askedfor ordination
Report from ANJAIJ
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TARALOKA
the next phase of
development
Report from DAYANANDI
Dayanandi is Chairman of Taraloka
Buddhist Retreat Centre for Women
Barnconversion
Taraloka's
their

barns are undergoing

next phase of conversion.
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TwoYearsin India
Report from ALISON HARPER
Alison is a Scottish Mitra from the London Buddhist Centre, and a painter.
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BOOKREVIEW

Yours Truly
800 Years of Women's Letters edited by Olga Kenyon (Foreword by P.D.James)
Alan Sutton Publishing Limited, 298pp, £9.99 paperback

A BOOK REVIEW BY PADMASHURI
This informative
compilation
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&painting
Drawing
2-9*
Women'sretreat
9 11

JIIN E
4 11 Listening to the Silence

-

-

13-23

Brahma Viharas Level

1

23-25 Learning to Think
2 The Nature of Existence: Study

IU

11 - 16

Mitras

16 - 23*

Study retreat

Mitras

23 - 30*

Tai Chi

Mitras

the Dharma

All welcome

A U (LU S T
10 17The Endlessly Fascinating Cry: study

Mitras

-

2

1-8

Yoga, meditation& Massage

8 - 21**

Openretreat

Friends/Mitras

15-16 OPEN week-end (non residential)

19-26

Workingretreat

Y

Illuminatiag

3- 9

Mitras

The Lotus of Compassion:
Summer retreat

Friends/Mitras

Summer Intensive Meditation

Friends/Mitras

Familiesretreat

8 - 13
13 - 20

Women'sretreat
8 - 15

Visual Arts retreat

15 - 22*

Working retreat.

22 - 29*

Hill-walking & Meditation

29 - 6*

Alexander Technique

october
Open retreat

6 - 13

SEPTEMBER
3- 8

Essentials of Meditation

Friends

8-10

Meditation Workshop

Newcomers

11-17

Towards becoming a Mitra

Pre-Mitras

17-24

Women and Communication

Friends/Mitras

26- 3 Oct The Lotus Born: Sutra week

SOLIT
Semi-solitary

10

16 - 20

Families retreat

20 - 27*

Yoga & Meditation

retreat

12Women's

Sangha retreat

17 - 19Edinburgh

and Drama retreat

24 - 1*Writing

Mitras

december

ARIE_S_ & Small retreats

8 - 15*

Yoga & Meditation

30 - 6

Women's

Winter retreat

facilities available from September onwards, as

well as facilities for letting for small retreats (up to 8 people)

sit
4t
111a

now that the renovation of our barns has been completed.
and the setting

Fulldetails of our retreat programmefrom The Secretary,

by highland

Glasgow

from

Scottish

Highlands.

Taraloka,CornhillFarm,Bettisfield,Whitchurch,

Glasgow

Buddhist

Shropshiresyl 3 2LD. Tel: 0948 710646

Telephone

mountains

or Edinburgh.
For a copy
Centre,

centre.

overlooking

Is breathtaking,

and surrounded
drive

retreat

the PV/110's Scottish

Dhanakosa

329

It is luxuriously
the

sparldIng

and forests,

Discover

ideal

of our programme

yet It is only

conditions
or to book

Street,Glasgow

Sauchiehall

with

equipped

waters

of Loch
1'. hours

for retreat
please

in the

contact

G2 3HW

041 333-0524
.Itmay be possibleto come for the weekendonly of these retreats
**It is possible to book for either the first or second week or the full fortnight
On working
donations

retreats
to cover

our rates
the cost

are waived,

of.food,

about

but we welcome
22.50/day

Veil
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LOTUS REALM REPRESENTATIVESAT FWBO CENTRES
BRITAIN
LONDON

51 Roman Road, London E2 OHU: Victoria Rosario

BUDDHIST CENTRE,

BIRMINGHAM
BRIGHTON

15 Park Crescent Place, Brighton BN2 3HF: Annie McAuley

BUDDHIST CENTRE,

BRISTOL BUDDHIST CENTRE,

9 Cromwell Road, St. Andrews, Bristol BS6 5HD: Anna Matthews
25 Newmarket Road, Cambridge CB5 8EG: Brenda Kent

CAMBRIDGE BUDDHIST CENTRE,
CROYDON

BUDDHIST CENTRE,

96-98 High Street, Croydon, Surrey CRO1ND: Marlene Heap
55A Grange Road, Edinburgh, EH9 1TX: Linda Goodman

EDINBURGH BUDDHIST CENTRE,
GLASGOW

329 Sauciehall Street,Glasgow G2 3HW: Irene Begg

BUDDHIST CENTRE,

78-80 King William Street, Blackburn, Lancs,BB1 7DT: Kay Birtwistle

LANCASHIRE BUDDHIST CENTRE,
LEEDS BUDDHIST CENTRE,
LIVERPOOL MEDITATION

9 Heddon Place, Meanwood, LeedsLS64EL: PatienceWalker
37 Hope Street, Liverpool Ll 9EA: PennyMorris

CENTRE,

MANCHESTER BUDDHIST CENTRE,
NORTH

Salisbury Road, Moseley, Birmingham B13 8LA: Penny Brown

BUDDHIST CENTRE,135

LONDON

BUDDHIST CENTRE,

NORWICH

BUDDHIST CENTRE,

FWBO

OXFORD,

c/o

FWBO

SHEFFIELD,

WEST LONDON

16/20 Turner Street, Manchester M4 1DZ: Siobhan Healy
St Mark's Studio, 12 Chillingworth Road, London N7 8QJ: Mije Hartmann

41a All Saints Green, Norwich NR1 3LY:Mollie Hamling

186 Cowley Road, Oxford 0X4 IUE: Helen Gilbert

c/o 354 Crookesmoor Road, Sheffield SI 0 IBH: Linda Thomas

BUDDHIST CENTRE,

TARALOKA WOMEN'S

94 Westbourne Park Villas, London W2 5PL:Catherine Treasure

RETREAT CENTRE,

Cornhill Farm, Bettisfield, nr. Whitchurch, Shropshire SY13 2LV:Margaret Radcliffe

EUROPE
FWBO

IRELAND,

23 South Frederick Street, Dublin 2, Ireland: Anne McMahon
Calle Ciscar 5, pta 3, 46005 Valencia, Spain: Paramachitta

CENTRO BUDISTA DE VALENCIA,

FWBO GERMANY, BuddhistischesZentrum Essen,Herkulesstr.13, 45127 Essen, Germany: Andrea Brandenburger
HELSINGIN

FWBO

BUDDHALAINEN

NETHERLANDS,

KESKUS,

PL288, SF-00121, Helsinki 12, Finland: Marke Hankama

PO Box 1559, 3500 BN Utrecht, Netherlands: Khemasiri

VASTERLANDSKA BUDDHISTORDENS VANNER,

Sodermannagatan 58, S-116 65 Stockholm, Sweden: LisbetHvarfner

AUSTRALIAAND NEW ZEALAND
AUCKLAND
WELLINGTON

BUDDHIST CENTRE,

PO Box 68-453, Newton, Auckland, New Zealand: Averil Hunt

BUDDHIST CENTRE,

MELBOURNE BUDDHIST CENTRE,
SYDNEY BUDDHIST CENTRE,

PO Box 12-311, Wellington North, New Zealand: Varadevi
34 Bishop Street, Brunswick, Victoria 3056, Australia: to be appointed

PO Box 725, Coogee, NSW 2034, Australia: Caroline Ralston

USA
ARYALOKA RETREAT CENTER,

FWBO

SEATTLE, 2410

Heartwood Circle, Newmarket, New Hampshire 03857, USA: Marilyn Coakley

E. Interlaken Blvd, Seattle, WA 98112, USA: Sandra Roulette

SAN FRANCISCO BUDDHIST CENTER:

39 Bartlett Street, San Francisco, CA 94110, USA: LisaCullen

INDIA
TBMSG (INDIAN

CENTRES),

Poona 411012, India

c/o Dhammachakra Pravartan Mahavihar, Raja Harishchandra Road, Dapodi,

